
Address/Barcode Printers Addressing Accessories

and unit is ready to print the same
thing over and over again.
Changing from one image to an-
other takes less than a minute to
complete.

See Postmatic’s listings in these
other sections: Addressing Ac-
cessories; Inserter Feeders/Ac-
cessories; Mailing Supplies/Ac-
cessories; Stamp Affixers.

CONTACT: For more informa-
tion, call 888-784-6046 or email
info@postmatic.net.

§ Rollem International
CATEGORY: Address/Barcode Printers

PRODUCT: Mailstream Direct Mail Finishing System

COMPANY: Rollem International, 1650 S Lewis St., Anaheim, CA
92805-6413. Phone: 800-272-4381. Web: www.rollemusa.com/mail.

MAILSTREAM: Print, finish, and mail 10-in-one. Mailstream, a new
direct mail finishing system, converts press sheets to finished mail prod-
ucts while maintaining zip code order. Apply 10 processes in one opera-
tion including hot, cold and fugitive glue; tear-off coupons; tip-on cards;
trimming, slitting, scoring, pattern-perforations, and scratch-off labels.
Mail integrity is maintained creating folded, glued products ready for de-
livery to mail bins. Glue closures meet USPS requirements and eliminate
need for wafer seals. In-line and near-Line configurations are available.

See Rollem listing in the Document Processing section.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-272-4381 or click
www.rollemusa.com.

Two-Up Trifold Mailer with Edge Perforated Coupons

Rollem Mailstream
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§ Advanced Poly-Packaging, Inc.
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: UF-2000 Incline Conveyor

COMPANY: Advanced Poly-Packaging, 1331 Emmitt Road, Akron,
OH 44306. Email: sales@advancedpoly.com. Phone: 800-754-4403.

DESCRIPTION: The
UF-2000 Incline Conveyor
transports loose or packaged
products to table height, to
check-weigh scales or to
other downstream equipment.
Features: This conveyor has
an oversized product “catch”
chute, adjustable height (be-
tween 3/4” and 2”) tilt and
discharge chute. The length is
adjustable (3 feet to 10 feet, in
1’ increments). 3/4” bearings

are permanently lubricated. The UF-2000 runs at fixed or variable speeds.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-754-4403 or email
sales@advancedpoly.com.

UF-2000 Conveyor

§ BUSKRO LTD.
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Feeders, Flip over Unit, BK1600 Series Conveyors

COMPANY: BUSKRO LTD., 1738 Orangebrook Court – Unit # 1,
Pickering, ON L1W 3G8 Canada Key Contact: Michelle Sanz / Shawn
Caldwell Phone: 888-8BUSKRO. Email address:sales@buskro.com.

FRICTION FEEDERS: Buskro of-
fers a variety of friction feeders to meet
most production requirements.Buskro
has partnered with several manufactur-
ers to assemble a vast product line and
a multitude of options and integrate
them seamlessly with all Buskro trans-
port bases.

BK1600 SERIES CONVEYOR:
BK1600 series conveyors are available
in varying lengths up to 12 feet. They
can be ordered in single or twin belt
configurations.

BK160 SORT MODULE: Buskro’s
BK160 sort module is an accessory to
the BK1600 series conveyor line. This
bolt-on device provides accurate, dis-
tinct sort and bundle breaks resulting in
increased speeds, productivity and la-
bor savings. The BK160 can be easily
added to any new or existing Buskro
inkjet system with a conveyor.

NEW AUTOMATED MAINTE-
NANCE STATION: Buskro’s inte-
grated Maintenance Station is the latest
innovation for solvent and UV-based production inkjet equipment from the
company that pioneered DOD print systems for the mailing and printing in-

BK160 Sort Module

Maintenance Station



Addressing Accessories

dustries. Buskro’s fully automated maintenance automated feeder pausing
(during maintenance routine) and resumption (during printing) require
minimal operator attention. Effortless maintenance cycle is designed to
employ negligible consumables in the cleaning process; minimizing cost
and eliminating dependency on maintenance personnel. Choice of mainte-
nance regimens include interval mode based on a present number of pieces
printed and/or manual push-button intervention by the operator.

See Buskro’s listing in these other sections: Address/Barcode Printers,
Document Printing Software, and Tabbing Systems.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-8BUSKRO or email
sales@buskro.com.

§ Clear Image Technologies
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Picture Perfect Match System

COMPANY: Clear Image Technologies, 94 Pebblebrook Lane,
St.Louis, MO 63146. Contact: Larry Miyasaka. Phone: 314-853- 5867.

DESCRIPTION: Picture
Perfect’s Read and Print
system utilizes one camera
to read a barcode from a
mail piece and sends the
data downstream to the
inkjet printer to address
the envelope after the
inserter exit. Any bad
reads can be diverted for

hand inspection. Our Read and Print system can be run simultaneously
with our matching system.

FEATURES: Clear Image has partnered with ink.jet to provide the high-
est quality HP ink jet printing system and software. By adding a friction
feeder, this system can be moved from the inserter and used as standalone
inkjet system also!

See listing in Inserter Feeders/Accessories section.

CONTACT: For more information, call 314-853-5867 or email
larry@clearimagetechnologies.com.
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§ Kirk-Rudy, Inc.
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Kirk-Rudy Addressing Accessories

COMPANY: Kirk-Rudy, Inc., 125 Lorraine Parkway, Woodstock, GA
30188. Email: sales@kirkrudy.com. Phone: 770-427-4203.

KR 496F FRICTION FEEDER:
Heavy-duty and fast, the KR 496F han-
dles hard-to-feed items such as Z-folds
and open-ended products. Easily
mounts onto and integrates with the KR
shuttle feeder. Because friction feeders
are not suited for feeding many catalogs
and books,both types of feed systems
are necessary to handle the widest range
of products. A separate frame assembly

makes feed belt replacement quick and easy. Optional configurations in-
clude batch and stage-feeding modes, wide and narrow product feed kits,
extended outfeed and mounting stand.

KR 500 FRICTION FEEDER: The
KR500 is a heavy-duty Friction Feeder
that is designed to feed flat die-cut
boxes and many other difficult irregular
products up to widths of 19.25” and
speeds of 1000 fpm. Features include:
Moveable friction belts, vibrating rear
product guides and side guides that ex-
tend below friction belts. Options in-
clude: Speed- Following DC drive,
Servo Motor Drive and Hydra-Lift Kit.

KR 533 AUTOLOADER: Improve
feeder consistency and pro-
ductivity with the new KR
533 Autoloader. The KR
533 handles a wide variety
of product and is versatile
enough to work with almost
any feed system.The KR
533 manages nearly 6” of
material and delivers it into
the hopper as needed. The
hopper level is maintained
within a narrow range
keeping the feed consistent.
The KR 533’s jogger as-
sembly keeps product straight in the hopper. The only autoloader de-
signed to work with friction and shuttle feeders, the KR 533 adds flexibil-
ity to one’s operation. Slotted brackets allow the top to be quickly angled
for friction feeders or placed horizontal for shuttle feeders. Operators can
also use the KR 533 inline or 90
degrees to product flow.

KR 630 STACKING SYSTEM:
Sorting mail electronically is more
accurate than manual sorting and
allows for high processing speeds.
Use theKR630 to automatically
sort mail in-line with an address-
ing system. Stacks are output ac-
cording to present counts and ZIP
code breaks established in the
mailing list. An in-line divert gate
ensures accuracy by removing purged mail pieces. Setup is a snap using
the on-board PLC and operator interface.

KR 345 : An all-new concept in mail handling, the KR 345 handles
most of the work at the end of an inkjet addressing or inserting system.
Automatic sorting and increased storage capacity means one operator
can easily manage high-speed
production runs. Designed to pro-
duce a consistent shingle under
all conditions, the KR 345 con-
verts the flat, shingled stream of
mail into an upright position.
Sorting occurs during the shingle
process so the tray breaks are
clearly evident on the edge-
stacking section. Trays are
quickly and easily filled by slid-
ing entire bundles off the side of
the conveyor and into a mail tray.

KR496F Friction Feeder

KR500 Friction Feeder

KR533 Autoloader

KR630 Stacking System

KR345 Edge-Stacking Conveyor


